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About Indigenous Works (1998- )
• A recommendation in the 1996 Report on the Royal Commission
on Aboriginal Peoples; Mandate: to increase Indigenous
engagement in the Canadian economy;
• Award winning, ISO certified, national Indigenous Organization
with expertise in workplace, employment, corporateIndigenous engagement and partnership systems;
• KOCIHTA CHARITY:
‘Increasing the human resource and career potential of
Indigenous Youth including youth with disabilities;
• LUMINARY: Advancing Indigenous Innovation.

Context
Our Navigating Indigenous
Employment Program is founded on
six foundational pillars:
1. Reciprocal Values
2. Systems Process Thinking
3. Two-Eyed Seeing

4. A Complex Landscape

Today

5. Truth and Reconciliation and
6. Accessibility/On-Line Delivery

Today’s webinar topic looks at the
Indigenous Labour Market
Ecosystem – A Complex Landscape

Our Focus Today
Indigenous employment is a challenging subject matter for
employers today due in part to the complexity and shape of the
Indigenous labour market ecosystem. Given this complexity, a
key issue is to ensure the development of effective attraction
strategy (or strategies) to source Indigenous talent.

Over the past 2 decades the eco-system has grown organically,
and things are now more complex. Employers are having an
increasingly difficult time understanding which approaches
and practices offer the best connections and reach to the
Indigenous talent pools they are seeking to attract.
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Today’s Realities - Perspectives on the Indigenous Labour
Market Ecosystem Today versus Yesteryear
In a variety of ways employers need
to be more conversant across a much
wider range of Indigenous topics and
issues. Deeper knowledge is needed.
‘The framing of the recommendations of
the TRC as calls to action was a brilliant
move that created a policy frame for
Canadians, their governments and their
institutions to use to guide concrete
efforts toward reconciliation. A large
number of governments, agencies, and
organizations are now taking steps to
address particular calls to action within
their mandates.’ – Dr David Newhouse

Other Changes and Factors that are Resulting in a More
Complex Indigenous Labour Market Ecosystem
1. Growth of Indigenous NGO organizations – more players
and more organizations to know about and keep track.
2. A distinctions-based approach to programming.
3. Deepening changes in the socio-economic circumstances
of Indigenous people located in urban, rural and
remote/isolated communities.
4. Heightened competition for Indigenous talent from
Indigenous organizations + non-Indigenous businesses,
and other factors such as changes in Canadian
demographics.
5. Changing expectations of employers.

The Changes and Shifts in the Indigenous
Labour Market Ecosystem Have Implications
for your Indigenous Attraction and Talent
Sourcing Strategies
Your attraction strategy needs to be more targeted and reflect a
deeper analysis of the needs and goals of talent within the
respective niches. To be successful, you must know your
audiences and how to gain their interest and engagement.
Successful sourcing from different demographic niches will
require more focused tactics and nuanced value propositions to
get their attention about the jobs and careers you offer.

Let’s Look at Your Attraction Strategy and How
to Frame It in Alignment with Today’s Diverse
Indigenous Labour Market Ecosystem

Artist - Dwayne Wabegijig

Think of your attraction strategy as made up of
bundles of different sub-strategies which are
nuanced for different Indigenous talent niches
and their respective demographics,
characteristics, values, needs, and goals, etc.

Depending on Your Organization and the
Breadth of Your Talent Needs, You May be
Developing an Indigenous Attraction Strategy
with a Variety of Audiences in Mind
Examples
•
•
•
•
•

First Nations, Métis, and/or Inuit.
Urban, rural and/or remote.
Over 70 Indigenous language groups.
Breakdown by Occupation – Trades, IT, etc.
Audiences by their life-cycle needs and
goals, e.g. youth, students, etc.
• May be gender-focused aspects to your
strategy

You May Choose to Build Your Attraction
Strategy in Layers
•

There may be common
needs across all the
talent niches you are
searching. For example,
the attraction of a good
salary or wages, career
opportunities, or
professional development
may be ‘common
denominators’

But then you may want
to further nuance your
strategy to address the
needs and goals of
specific groups. For
example, would you use
the same approach for
urban versus remote
Indigenous talent?

It Comes Down to Building Your Knowledge
and Understanding About the Various (niche)
Audiences You Are Seeking to Attract
• If your audience is
female accountants
what do you know
about members of
this group?
• If your goal is to
hire tradespeople
in remote
locations…?

How well do you know
your audiences?

How Do You Gain this Knowledge?
• You may have Indigenous
people on staff who can
help you gain some insights.
• You may need to go to the
source and interview people
from the groups or
communities you are trying
to attract
• There may be organizations
you can approach who can
help you. E.g. AFOA for
Indigenous people looking
for careers in accounting.

Your attraction strategy
needs to be based on sound
knowledge and
understanding of the talent
profile you want to hire.

If you are trying to hire
from remote communities,
you need to visit those
communities to learn more
about the people there and
how you can work together.

Maureen Googoo – Award winning journalist

The Best Way to Grow Your Knowledge and Understanding
of Your Talent Audiences is to Build Relationships with the
People and Groups you are Seeking to Attract and Hire

The more you have first-hand
understanding of the people you
are trying to attract, the more
genuine your strategy will be, and
the more successful.

Attraction Requires Good Use of Your Tools
• Is your Indigenous
employment brand
clear? What do
Indigenous people think
about your organization
as a place to work?
• Does Your brandpromise follow through?
If you promise a great
workplace will your
Indigenous staff have
this same experience?

Your brand can be
your best ambassador.

Your Attraction Strategy May Incorporate These
Approaches and Practices
• Your job descriptions convey your values and their alignment
with those of the people and groups you are seeking to
attract.
• Your Indigenous staff members may offer the best testimony
about your workplace and the careers you offer.
• You use Indigenous media to promote your organization and
the employment opportunities you offer.
• Your competitive advantage as an employer is clearly
articulated in your ads and couched in goals and ideas that
Indigenous people feel are important.
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Summary of this webinar
1. The Indigenous labour market ecosystem is now more
complex than ever due to a convergence of trends and
developments.
2. In response, employers need to develop more
sophisticated attraction strategies if they want to
succeed and hire Indigenous talent.
3. Your attraction strategy needs to be based on sound
intelligence and first-hand knowledge of the people
and groups you are seeking to attract.
4. Your attraction strategy is best developed as a bundle
of smaller strategies targeted to different audiences
and groups, and their needs. Your value proposition
and competitive advantage as an Indigenous employer
of choice needs to be lazer-focused to attract these
talent niches.

Thank you from
Indigenous Works
Questions & Discussion

Mat’na
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Kelly J Lendsay, MBA, ICD.D
President & CEO
klendsay@indigenousworks.ca
306.291.0424

Craig J Hall, MBA
Chief Operating Officer
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902.665.2257
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